Of intentions?
Of practices?
Of outcomes?
Of impacts?

in media
in academic literature

some "objective"
measure of alignment with
movement values

If I had my druthers,
what are all of the
different questions
that I'd know the
answer to...

according to who?

How many?

when you ask people

What kind?
do they link aspirations
to results?
as maybe
corroborated by...

might match perfectly
maybe not...

as seen in...

What do they do?

Who's in it?
Who's not in it?

What does it
stand for?
for how long?
change over time?

business mission
statement

what are the actions
and outcomes?

What is the sustainable
food movement?

when you ask folks

what are the conflicts
and desired change?
who is part of it?

how is action
organized?

need to know this
in order to ask...

Does some continuum
exist between "business"/profit
as primary motivator versus
movement goals as primary
motivator?

need to know this
in order to ask...
What does this question
say about the definition
of the sustainable
food movement?

About organization
About innovation
Social Enterprise School
"new ways of funding nonprofits"

About leadership
What sez new
social movement
theory?

What's the difference (is there a difference?) between
an entrepreneur in the movement (good food ent)
and a "regular" food entrepreneur?
What is the role of food entrepreneurs
in other movements (social justice,
equity, economic empowerment,
environmental, labor, relocalization)?

What is the role of entrepreneurs in
the sustainable food movement?

which ones?
how does it differ?

internet search

in social movement
theory

media

according to who?
as seen in...

What is an entrepreneur?
What's a food entrepreneur?

academics

things entrepreneurs
say in interviews/everyday life
about aspirations/values

organizations

What sez the
social entrepreneurship
lit?

Social Innovation School
"game‐changing ways of solving
social problems"
Hybrid Social Entrepreneurship School....
"financial viability, hybrid models,
still big‐picture game changing innovation"

What is the role of entrepreneurs
in social movements in general?

Does intention matter?
Do values matter?
Who are these entrepreneurs?
Why does it matter?

Advocacy

How do intention
and values manifest?

Stated values/
cultural & social
capital

Partnerships

Operations

Sometimes
maybe it doesn't?

Choosing what
to measure

How can a
network affect
INTENTION
and OUTCOMES?
Individual skills/
empowerment/
civic participation/
employability

if you figure this out,
they are important,
Is there a difference in
might want to know...
intention and values what IS IT?

In the case of no
"real"or at least no
"measured" benefits,
stated values may become
greenwashing and lead to
weakening of movement
(e.g. people who don't think "organic"
is a real thing...)

how does what you measure
change your operations and
eventually your
outcomes?

Technical
Assistance
Programming

Kitchen incubator

Financing/Capital

How do you design, prioritize
and evaluate
interventions/Policies?

Entrepreneurial
Network
AND/OR
Community of Practice

What are the factors? Firm‐centric theories
of social value creation in social enterprises

Depending on how you
define the role, you might
measure success
differently

How do these kind of entrepreneurs
become successful?

Mentorship

Do programs have impact
even if individual businesses fail?
These seem somehow
related because they're both about measuring
impacts outside of jobs, profit, and other measures
of "direct" environmental/social benefit.

might be a component
of external impacts...

What (if anything) happens
beyond firm if success is achieved?

need to know this
in order to ask...

What is a community of
practice? How does a
community of practice
function to address "wicked
problems" and systemic change?

if they don't
go "beyond" internal metrics are they a GFE at all?
are they part of the movement?

Social capital
Shared
Values/Emotional &
Social Support

How do you measure GFE
success?

CSR reporting/
B‐corp

firm‐based
metrics

Financial viability/
continued existence

How do we bridge the divide
between "foodies" and "food justice"
or "sustainable food" communities
in Detroit?
**PARTICIPATORY**

external impact/
change metrics
combo
Triple‐bottom‐line
accounting

Real cost accounting
SROI

Theory of change
frameworks

Tacit v. Explicit
Knowledge

Developing
local/contextual knowledge

How can the MDGFE develop
resources that are better
than what exists at improving
the "success" of our
businesses (more relevant,
more contextual, accessing tacit
knowledge that's difficult to write
down in a linear fashion?
**PARTICIPATORY**

Bridging Social Capital?

